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. In the study of relativistic heavy ion collisions, much interest has been focused on the production of pions. There are . theoretical speculations (1-S) about the occurrence of exotic phenomena such as nuclear collective effects, shock waves, pion condensates, or quark matter production which may involve pion production significantly greater than what is expected from an aggregate of individual nucleon-nucleon collisions.
The study of pion production in heavy ion collisions may also shed light on less exotic but equally important questions such as the multiple scattering and thermalization processes in nuclear matter.
We report the results of an experimental study of negative pion production using the LBL streamer chamber. The streamer chamber is particularly well suited for this kind of experiment because it can be selectively trigger~d, it has high efficiency for multitrack events over a 4n solid angle, and it can yield accurate angle and momentum information on all charged tracks. The chamber, which has a volume of 127 ern x 61 em x 40.6 em, was operated in a magnetic field of ~14 kgauss. The targets were located inside the chamber.
They were typically quite thin (0.32 ern) in order to minimize effects due to multiple scattering and secondary interactions • . We present here res~lts from twenty sets of runs with . These targets, rather than pure elements, were -2-\ chosen because they were compatible with the electrical operation of the chamber. Each run consists of ~2000 pictures where the chamber ~as triggered in the "inelastic mode", a trigger setting which rejects most non-interacting events but is relatively unbiased for inelastic events. This triggering mode, which will be described in more detail elsewhere, is based on pulse height in a counter inside the streamer chamber immediately downstream of the production target.
It subtended an angle of 73.8 msr at the target. Whenever it had a pulse height smaller than that produced by a beam particle, we triggered the chamber. We estimate that this trigger condition causes us to lose no more than 10-15% of the inelastic interactions. These lost events tend to leave the projectile almost intact and are most likely due to peripheral processes which involve sma~l pion multiplicities. Consequently, our partial cross sections for the production of zero, one, and two pions are probably just slightly low.
Scanning for negative tracks yields predominantly negative pions. Contamination consists of electrons mainly from pair production. Most of these electrons are detected during scanning and the final overall electron contamination is estimated to be less than 1%. We present, in Table I ,_ the average negati~e pibn production (N _) p~r (inelastic) interaction for the twenty runs. ' IT Also shown is the ratio of average negative pion production (N'IT_) to average number of charged fragments ( N ). We observe that this ratio rises sharply as the incident energy increases, but that the ratio is roughly independent of the projectile or We note the following qualitative features in our data: (1) the p~ distribution of the produced pions is independent of pion multiplicity; (2) the momentum (or ~nergy) distribution is independent of pion multiplicity; (3) the pion multiplicity tends to be proportional to the total multiplicity of all charged particles -4-with a proportionality constant which depends on bo~barding energy.
This constant is the same as that given in Table 1 for. the ratio <Nn_>/<N>; (4} when the data in Figure 1 are replotted in terms of aNthe variables <N _> .n vs. N ~<N~, the observed distributions n a1nel n n . are quite similar for all target/projectile combinations at all but the lowest bombarding energies (see Fig. 3} .
(5} 
It is difficult to make meaningful comparisons between our data and those of the recent higher energy experiments involving pion production by 18 GeV alpha particles on various nuclear targets reported by Baldin. <. It is our hope that the experimental data.
presented here will stimulate fu~ther theoretical activity and_will provide useful new information for the development of meaningful theoretical models.
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